ABSTRACT

Learning is a preeis to charge individually behavior in education. Commentary drama teks is a value of interpretation of drama stage or performance. Model team assiste individually is a learning model to application learning to individual different. In order than thing writer interes to make research about learning interpretation about the value which consist in commentary teks with use team assisted individually model to PGRI 1 Bandung Senior High School class XI.

The formulation when writer teach: (1) do the writer capable do learning interpretation the value about commentary drama teks use individually assisted team; (2) do the student PGRI 2 Bandung Senior High School class XI follow learning interpretation commentary drama teks with team assisted individually model; (3) is effective individually assiste model team to use in interpretation the value which consist in commentary teks to student in PGRII Senior High School.

The goals of the writing is to know the succeed writer, the capable of the student, and the effective of assisted individually model team to PGRI 1 Bandung Senior High School class XI.

The hipotesis which writer do is: (1) the writer is capable of doing the study about interpretation the value which consis of student commentary drama teks use assisted individually model team to PGRI 1 Bandung Senior High School class XI; (2) the traine PGRI 1 Bandung Senior High School class XI below the study about value interpretation which consist in commentary teks use assisted individually model team; (3) the effectivity assisted individually model team to teach in interpretation value which consist of drama teks in PGRI 1 Bandung Senior High School class XI.

Research method which writer use is ekperiment method with data accumulation, litetary, technic fast, analisis technic, and trial method and the result of the eksperiment are:

1. The writer capable to know about study value interpretation which consist in commentary drama teks with use assisted individually model team to student of PGRI 1 Bandung Senior High School. This thing to proced with the value of planning and doing 3,73.
2. Student class XI PGRI 1 Bandung Senior High School capable to interpretation the value which consist in commentary drama test this thing was proved average value pretest 2,20 and posttest average 3,21. So, there is a enchariment 1,01 or average with 4,39%
3. Assisted individually model team effective to use in interpretation value studying which consist in commentary drama teks in PGRI 1 Bandung Senior High School class XI. This thing is prove with the counthings statistic result with $t_{hitung} \geq t_{table}$

Based on the table writer take the conclusion that all hypothesis which formulated by writer in this research is accepted.
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